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A Paper on the Promotion of Application Security
Awareness
Application security is not a new science and the same principals that apply to network security also apply to
application security. The cause of most data problems is due to a lack of management concern. The security
focus should be a managerial issue rather than a technical issue. Hence management should clearly establish
and enforce security policy, plans and procedures, to guard against costly and embarrassing breaches of
security.
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1.0 Introduction
“With intellectual capi tal the creator of wealth in this century, it is imperative f or
companies to protect the mselves from threats of mis -use, abuse or theft of their
sensitive information” 1.
When we think about the security stories that make the headlines they are often
about the compromised web sites, the lost assets and the hackers bribing a
multinational company.
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What does not make the headli ne news is the compromised application. The very
application that holds the inf ormation, the jewel assets of the company that could
have stolen the headl ines. Some how the application security does not make
interesting reading material.
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Know your application
Defense in depth
Principal of least privilege
Prevention is ideal, though detection i s a must.
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Application security is not a new science and the same principals that apply to
network security also apply to applicat ion security. The principals are:
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The cause of most data problems is due to a lack of management concern. The
security focus should be a managerial issue rather than a technical issue. Hence
management should clearly establish and enfo rce security policy, plans and
procedures, to guard against costly and embarrassing breaches of security.
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The emphasis on management involvement is no t totally unrealistic as a security
minded company comes at a cost to the bottom line. And if a publicly quoted
company is under constant scrutiny by the analyst and by the shareholders about its
‘performance in the market’; cost becomes a serious consideration and with
management controlling the cost line this would have a direct impact on the size of
the resource. A balance will need to be struck between cost and how much security
focus the company needs to maintain.
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2.0 Security – begin at the beginning
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The analogy that is often referred to is:
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“If security were the electrical wires then it is more diff icult to put the wiring in after
the house is built.”
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The old school of thought is “build it f irst and fix it later’. Security issues are often
the last issue that gets addressed in either development or testing, and fixing a
security issue is not even worth a mention when budgets are tight and a project over
runs.
A cure to this malady is a douse of Zen wisdom that is encapsulated in one of the
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induce the necessary outcome without changing your environment”. In this context it
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ISP Innovative Security: Microcomputer Security: www.isecure.com/pc-securitywhite-paper.htm
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would mean: “Why not incorporate security at the start of a design plan ev en if you
cannot stop either the internal or external hackers?”
3.0 What is your plan?
Application development is a fine balance b etween functional requirements and
business needs; a fi ne balance between resource and deadlines; and a fine balance
between security and risk. The trick is to figu re out whether the balance has been
met and could we live with the remaining imbalance(s).
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A useful tool to assist in determining and measuring the degree of balance is the
development plan. Be tween the choice of a spiral plan and the straight-line plan, the
spiral is preferred. Why? With a spiral plan t here is scope to review and refine a
security issue against a functionality requirement, for example. The plan al lows for
process =toAF19
be repeated
and ensures
that the
security
functionality
is refined
Key the
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the application is built ; thus avoiding a one off gun shot approach, which is a feature
of the straight-line plan.

4.0 Knowing your application
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Identifying the security requirement and the risks
Design the architectural design
Secure implementat ion
Attack stimulations, and
Maintaining the application.
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Below is an example of a deve lopment plan with security in mind and it is less driven
by the functionality’s deliverables:
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Do you know your application? A good starting point is the techni cal specification.
Though in the real world how many newly built application and legacy systems are
supported by either a technical specification or the original specification with all the
change requests, respectively? I leav e you to mutter the answer to yourself.
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Understanding the coding that was used to build the app lication meets one of the
four security principals “to know your application”. You do need to get i ntimate with
the coding. Why? Each programming code has unique features. The general
approach has been to code an application in the latest language with little
understanding about the code’s capabiliti es and limitations. With each code there is
a trade off between efficie ncy and security. C and C++ provide efficiency and speed,
though the code pays little attention to security issues. With Java, the coding
language has more securi ty aspects but its limitation is that the deliverable is not fast
relative to a C and C++ program.
Knowing what could go wrong with coding is important in that they affe ct security
issues. Here are some of them:
• the dreaded buffer ov erflow (the most popular security problem today)
• format string could also cause over flow problem for hacking
Key fingerprint
AF19 FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
• race =conditions
re distributed
computing.
• Random number generator e.g. RAN are not random and can break d own
crypto.
• Crypto misuses.
• Trust problems i.e. too trusting on the input coming though.
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Authentication problems

As part of getting to know your application you could read through the code.
However, reading code is n ot only time consuming but it is also prone to human
errors. All is not lost as there are user’s automated tools out there to scan C and
C++ source code for buffer overflow and race conditions. There is no need to go
over board in using such a to ol. Strike a middle ground between accuracy and
efficiency. Know what you are trying to deliv er.

•
•
•
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An example of a code-scanning tool is ITS4. ITS4 technical features include
break file into lexical tokens
match patterns against known vulnerabilities (stored as rules)
why not a real parser? Avoids fa lse negatives and makes the tool run faster.
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With all such tools ITS4 does have its li mitations: static analysis of C is harder; C++
is even harder
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None-the-less there are good reasons to use ITS4: • Programmers may not know much about software security
• Programmers may not understand the dangers
• Programmers are not sure how to fix potential fl aws
• Programmers take the easy road
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Time often comes at a premium when there is an application probl em to remedy. At
the very least have a technical specif ication written up and have it continuously
updated as the application goes through the develo pment cycle. Why? It all seems
like a lot of work with no benefits. However, there are a lot of reasons to support a
technical specif ication. So what are they?
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1) How could you test an applicatio n if you do not know what you have built?
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Unless the application is not complicated there is often more than one
programmer on the development site. Besid e that, there would be many
alterations to the prototype before the finish product i s in production.
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Often than not, test plans are deve loped towards the end of the development
cycle. What may happen is that the actual development takes longer than
expected and the testing ti me is squeezed with little time remaining to write
and implement a proper test plan. With th e time squeeze, the test plan may
not reflect the final product. To resolve this gap issue an up to date work-inprogress technical specification would be the first reference point in framing a
test plan, which identifies th e key test areas. By having the specification
available this makes the test time both effective and efficient. An ideal? It
actually works.
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2) No one
design
things
for the
wrong
reasons.
would06E4
be worthwhile
to get an
independent review by some one other than the people in the coding team.
The organization may have a security risk team and this is where they could
provide additional resource to the project. S/he doesn’t have to be an outside
expensive consultant. Why not ask them to contribute to the security aspects
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of the system during the build cycle. Regard the security personnel as a
resource and not a burden to the process. Remember two heads are better
than one. The technical specification is a vital piece of documentation for this
type of analysis.
6.0 Analyze the software requirements
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So far, we know that before we even start coding we need to appreciate and
determine the balance between efficien cy and security in the coding program; and to
have a development plan that in corporates a review cycle and a work-in-progress
technical specifi cation to make sure the security controls are considered and tested.
So what are some of the applicati on security issues? Ten principals are listed below.
strike=aAF19
middleFA27
g round
of what
are trying
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Principal one - Identify and secure the weakest link.
√ Identify the risk and rank them.
√ Perform a cost/risk analysis of securing the risk.
√ Though you need to iden tify what to protect, from whom and for how long.
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Principal two - Practice defense in depth
√ Make sure there are multi -levels of access security from application access to
access to sensitive information;
√ Lock out of the application after a period of inactivity;
√ Provide additional security over sensitive information; and
√ Apply the Principal of least privil ege and ensure the users only have access
and functionalities to complete their job.
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Principal three - Be reluctant to trust
√ Identify the trust relationship be tween each component;
√ Identify the risks arising from the data fl ow;
√ Practice the Principal of least privilege; and
√ Get an independent resource from security risk management to perform a
high level review on the risk (not the functionality).
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Principal four - Remember hiding secrets are hard
√ Security through obscurit y doesn’t work.
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Principal five - Follow the principal of least privilege
√ Give the users only the access that they need to perform their role. There
may be a need to build a module segregates the dutie s and privileges.
Principal six - Fail and recover securely
√ Make sure the application is linked or has its own detection and appropriate
level of alarms system to alert inval id access (internal or external);
√ Check the logs;
√ Keep=the
audit
trail, 2F94
as this998D
is vital
eviden
ce if F8B5
the issue
hasA169
to be4E46
taken to
Key fingerprint
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court; and
√ Have a proper back up copy of the application and the data, as a full recovery
may be required.
Principal seven - Compartmentalize
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√
√
√

Limit invalid access (internal and external) to assets;
Make sure the IT support team are not the same team who backs up the
system; and
A segregation of duty review is a must.

Principal eight - Keep it simple
√ Avoid ambiguity and hidden assumptions; and
√ Keep the coding consistent
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Principal nine - Keep trust to yourself (reverse of social engineering)
Principal ten - Be skeptical
√ Questions all assumptions and choices in the code, for example; and
√ Make sure the code could be testable.
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7.0 It’s a lonely roa d home
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We now have a devel oper who ensures security controls are considered up -front
before the application hits the home plate. Problem? Possibly, s/he is probably one
of a few developers who share this approach. The road a head may appear bleak if
you are the only one following this path.
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Often management becomes aware of the importance of securi ty issues is when the
company’s systems have been compromised. The atta ck should not necessarily be
considered as bad publicity as long as management remedies the situation rather
than assume that the company’s assets would not be compromised a second time.
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There are many ways that management could provid e support and one of them is to
put in place a security/information risk department. The primary function of the
department is to ensure that securities level s are raised and are met. The level of
commitment is set out in the policies and standards that the department is also
responsible for creating. A f urther support by management is to approve the policies
with in a ‘risk committee’, whose primary function is to provide the status quo for
ensuring that the company meets the desired security level in al l the business’
undertakings.
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The policy and standards should act as enforceable guidelines to establish a similar
playing field f or all applications. Though bear in mind that when setting out the policy
and the standards the level of compliance should justify the deliverable.

•
•
•
•
•

SA

For an application policy the following points should be considered:
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Development, acquisition and change phase;
User identification;
Password setting and authentic ation;
Access control (privilege and restriction);
Application accountabil ity (controls in place to ensure accuracy of data and
guide against unauthorized modifications);
• Log on/log out;
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
• Security over operational support (I T support and other IT functions, like back
ups should be segregated);
• Monitoring and inci dents (audit trails avai lable by which to determine whether
security breach has occurred.);
• Data exchange (securing transmissions over communication channels); and
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Back ups and contingency plans.

Other pointers to consider when designing applicatio n security policy:

•
•
•
•
•

Who should be involved;
The resources that we are trying to protect (identify your assets);
Which people do you wish to protect the resource from (note t hat most
security breaches happens internall y);
Risk assessment of the potential risks;
How important is each resource;
How regular should the a pplication re-assessment be to endure that the
objectives and the application security have not changed;
Does the policy comply with the law?; and
Most importantly, is the policy practical, workable and en forceable?
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8.0 Awareness
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What’s next? The Risk Committee approves the policie s and standards and they are
posted to the intranet. The IT department is backed up by management’s unified
approach on the importance of application security. Hey guess what? Have you
browsed through th e security risk management’s web site lately?
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Awareness is key to improv ing security awareness for everybody in the compan y.
The audience covers the whole company; no one is immune from receiving regular
updates and security awareness training.
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Make sure the information is disseminated at the level that befi ts your audience’s
background. Also the method of disseminating the i nformation is i mportant. For
instance, a presentation would suit some groups whilst others may prefer to access
the information via the intranet.
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Some companies have a n ew starter’s orientation course. This is a great opportunity
for a member of the security risk team to bring the security awareness to a new
employee on their first day. Going forward, the employee should be encouraged to
attend any internal security awareness training.
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A stronger recommendation is to ensure that all users sign a de claration that states
they have read, understood an d continue to comply with the security risk
management policy for the company. How often? Annually and it should als o be
signed on day one when they join so they are aware right up front of their dutie s.
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9.0 Handling security violations and breaches
How security breaches and violations are handled d epends upon the business. The
business should define the actions to be taken based upon the diffe rent types of
violation, starting with whether the breach was performed internally or externally.
The action could range from a written warning to filing formal le gal charges.
Whatever the approach is, an approach should be in place so that prompt and
Key decisive
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a security
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Again, make sure this information is widely disseminated and publicly ava ilable to
avoid all ambiguity.
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10.0 It’s the cycle of life
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Ever heard of a company’s standing still? If you have its likely it will not survive much
longer. Today’s business is faced with constant changes and meeting the demands
of their consumers, their shareholders, the market analysts, the predator and if not
get ahead of their competitors, at least stay with the market. This mome ntum of
change requires continuous evoluti on of their products, their image and not least of
all the technology.
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With all these makeovers and changes it is just as important that the security is not
compromised with upgrades, p atches and replacements. Se curity risk department
provide
support
though
assessments
and06E4
up grading
policies
Key should
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and standards that reflect the l atest security issues. Training and awareness should
be effectively communicated to all staff members.
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IT development should ensure that security is not com promised with up grades and
patches. Change management should play an important part to ensure that the
security is tested before the application is released to the production environment.
The test plans should be as rigorous as the development test plan . The message is
“Security should not be compromised”.
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Everybody should have a part and they should play their part to ensure that the
company not only stays competitive but also eve rybody should keep an eye on the
big bad wolf.
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Information Resou rce
Exodus Communication: Applicati on Security Code review
www.exodus.net/security/applicat ion_security/code_review.html

•

Citgital Inc (In house presentation on web based applications)

•

The white paper on Back to Information Security basics
www.bestweb.net/~bgeiger/art_paper/wp_backbasics.html
There is a problem with this web site. I have attac hed a copy of the document
here.
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yi.doc
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ISP Innovativ e Security: Microcomputer Security: www.isecure.com/p csecurity-white-paper.htm

•

Application program security: handbook of I nformation security Management
http://www.secinf.net/info /misc/handbook/003 -006.html#Heading1

•

Purposes of Inf ormation Management Security:
http://www.secinf.net/info /misc/handbook/019 -021.html#Heading2

•

Application development:
www.atstake.com/services/enterprise/applications.html
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